More than a hundred years after Grigg's influential analysis of species' borders, the causes of limits to species' ranges still represent a puzzle that has never been understood with clarity. The topic has become especially important recently as many scientists have become interested in the potential for species' ranges to shift in response to climate change -and yet, nearly all of those studies fail to recognise or incorporate evolutionary genetics in a way that relates to theoretical developments. I show that range margins can be understood based on just two measurable parameters: i) the fitness cost of dispersal -a measure of environmental heterogeneity -and ii) the strength of genetic drift, which reduces genetic diversity. Together, these two parameters define an expansion threshold : adaptation fails when genetic drift reduces genetic diversity below that required for adaptation to environmental heterogeneity. When the key parameters drop below this expansion threshold locally, a sharp range margin forms. When they drop below this threshold throughout the species' range, adaptation collapses everywhere, resulting in either extinction, or formation of a fragmented meta-population. Because the effects of dispersal differ fundamentally with dimension, the second parameter -the strength of genetic drift -is qualitatively different compared to a linear habitat. In two-dimensional habitats, genetic drift becomes effectively independent of selection. It decreases with neighbourhood size -the number of individuals accessible by dispersal within one generation. Moreover, in contrast to earlier predictions, which neglected evolution of genetic variance and/or stochasticity in two dimensions, dispersal into small marginal populations aids adaptation. This is because the reduction of both genetic and demographic stochasticity has a stronger effect than the cost of dispersal through increased maladaptation. The expansion threshold thus provides a novel, theoretically justified and testable prediction for formation of the range margin and collapse of the species' range.
. Two modes of adaptation. Assuming that genetic variance is fixed, deterministic theory [24] predicts that there are two modes of adaptation to an environmental gradient. When the effective environmental gradient B is steep relative to the genetic potential for adaptation A, clinal adaptation fails, and the population only matches the optimum at the very centre of its range (limited adaptation). These parameters can be understood as fitness loads scaled relative to the strength of density dependence r * (see [24, 29] and [30, Appendix D] ). A is a measure of standing load due to genetic variance A r * , and B is a measure of dispersal load B 2 r * 2 -the maladaptation incurred by dispersal across heterogeneous environment. Thus conversely, when the standing load is large relative to the dispersal load, A > B 2 /2, a population adapts continuously, gradually expanding its range (uniform adaptation). Black dashed lines depict the trait optimum, blue lines depict the trait mean. Population density is shown in gray: it has a sharp and stable margin for limited adaptation but it is steadily expanding under uniform adaptation. Two sub-populations (or perhaps species) are given for illustration of limited adaptation -depending on further parameters and initial conditions (discussed in this study), a wide species' range with uniform adaptation can collapse to a single population or fragment to multiple sub-populations. which would give the same probability of identity by descent in the previous generation. 87 The inverse of neighbourhood size 1/N hence describes the local increase of 88 homozygosity due to genetic drift. The third dimensionless parameter is the ratio s/r * 89 of the strength of selection s per locus relative to the strength of density dependence, r * . 90 Detailed description of the parameters can be found in Methods: Table 1 .
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In order to see how the rescaled parameters capture the evolution of a species' range, 93 I simulated 780 evolving populations, each based on different parameterizations, 94 adapting to a linear gradient in the optimum. Depending on the parameters, the 95 population either expands, gradually extending its phenotypic range by consecutive 96 sweeps of loci advantageous at the edges, or the species' range contracts or disintegrates 97 as adaptation fails. Fig. 2 shows the results of the projection from a 10-dimensional When metapopulation forms, it exhibits an extinction and colonisation dynamics.
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The sub-populations drift freely around the neutral spatial axis (keeping the trait 118 optimum) and they also drift along the environmental gradient, where the location 119 changes together with the sub-population's trait mean. Over time, the metapopulation 120 very slowly collapses to a single trait value. The sub-populations forming this 121 metapopulation have only a very narrow phenotypic range and maintain locally only 122 minimal adaptive variance. They correspond to the limited adaptation regime identified 123 for a phenotypic model with genetic variance as a parameter [24] . In contrast to 124 one-dimensional habitats [26] , these patchy metapopulations are stabilised by dispersal 125 from surrounding subpopulations in the two-dimensional habitat and can thus persist 126 for a long time. An example of such a metapopulation is given in Fig. 4 .
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Interestingly, the third dimensionless parameter s/r * has no detectable effect on the 129 form of the expansion threshold. In other words, whilst the expansion threshold reflects 130 the total fitness cost of dispersal in a heterogeneous environment, it appears ]. This suggests that genetic basic of 136 adaptation is not important for a drift-induced limit to a species' range. Yet, it is 137 plausible that there is another limit, where selection per locus becomes important [27] , 138 PLOS 5/21 Figure 2 . Two dimensionless parameters, the neighbourhood size N and the effective environmental gradient B give a clear prediction whether a species' range can expand (blue hues). The red line shows the fitted boundary between expanding populations (in blue) and collapsing ranges (red hues): populations expand above the expansion threshold, when N 6.3 B + 0.56. The grey region gives 95% bootstrap confidence intervals, whilst the dashed lines depict the predicted expansion threshold for weak selection, s/r * < 0.005 (--) and for strong selection, s/r * > 0.005 (--). Stagnant populations, changing by less than five demes per 1000 generations, are shown in grey. Open circles denote populations where continuous adaptation has collapsed and the population consists of many discrete phenotypes adapted to a single optimum each (limited adaptation, Fig. 4 ), whilst local genetic variance is very small (defined by mean heterozygosity smaller than 10% of the predicted value in the absence of genetic drift). Simulations were run for 5000 generations, starting from a population adapted to a linearly changing optimum in the central part of the available habitat. Populations that went extinct are marked with a black dot. The realized density is about N = 3.05 ± 1.7 (standard deviation); darker shading represents higher density. (c) The adaptive genetic variance is low on average (V G = 0.02 ± 0.06) -about an order of magnitude lower than would be maintained by gene flow under uniform adaptation (shown in green contours, V G = 0.23). Typically, only a few clines in allele frequencies contribute to the genetic variance within a sub-population. The parameterization and predictions are detailed in the Methods: Individual-based model; predicted neighbourhood size isN = 2.7, effective environmental gradient is B = 0.48. Shown here after 5000 generations -the population collapses to a narrow band (at X = 45) after a further 20.000 generations and then appears persistent.
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which arises when the optimum changes abruptly and even when the population 139 (neighbourhood) size is large (i.e., in an entirely different regime). A dedicated synthesis 140 connecting the step-limited and drift-limited regimes would be of a clear interest.
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Importantly, once genetic drift starts to have an effect, the habitat needs to be fairly 142 broad to be two-dimensional [36] . In narrow habitats (such as in [27] ), residual 143 dependency of drift-induced expansion threshold would be expected [26] . Note that the 144 apparent independence of the expansion threshold on s/r * does not imply that rate of 145 range expansion should be also independent of the strength of selection.
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In nature, conditions are unlikely to change uniformly. Abiotic environment (such as 148 temperature, precipitation, solar radiation) does not in general change in a linear and 149 concordant manner [37] , and neither does the biotic environment, such as the pressure 150 from competitors and predators, which affects the attainable population density and 151 can increase the asymmetry in gene flow [38, 39] . I now investigate whether adaptation 152 fails near the expansion threshold as conditions change across space. For example, we 153 can imagine that the population starts well adapted in the central part of the available 154 habitat, and as it expands, conditions become progressively more challenging (see Fig. 155 S2a); i.e. the effective environmental gradient B gets steeper. As the expanding 156 population approaches the expansion threshold, adaptive genetic variance progressively 157 decreases below the predicted value [13] , which would be maintained by gene flow in the 158 absence of genetic drift ( Fig. 5a , grey dashed line). This is a result of an increased 159 frequency of demes under limited adaptation, leading to higher rates of extinctions and 160 re-colonizations, which reduce both adaptive and neutral diversity (see Fig. 5b ). Range 161 expansion then ceases at the expansion threshold as the genetic variance drops to the 162 critical value where only limited adaptation is stable [24] assuming genetic variance is 163 fixed (Fig. 5a , dotted line). This is because although populations can persist with 164 limited adaptation ( Fig. 4) , the transient amount of genetic variance maintained under 165 limited adaptation is almost never consistent with range expansion (see In a large population, the ability to adapt to heterogeneous environments is 171 independent of dispersal: this is because both the local genetic variance (measured by 172 standing genetic load ), which enables adaptation to spatially variable environments, and 173 the perceived steepness of the environmental gradient (measured by dispersal load ), 174 increase at the same rate with gene flow [13] . Yet, in small populations, dispersal is 175 beneficial because the drift-reducing effect of dispersal overpowers its maladaptive effect. 176 This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 -the neighbourhood size N increases faster with 177 dispersal than the effect of swamping by gene flow (B) does -hence, as dispersal 178 increases, the population gets above the expansion threshold, where uniform adaptation 179 can be sustained. Around the expansion threshold, a small change in dispersal 180 (connectivity) can have an abrupt effect on adaptation across a species' range and the 181 species' persistence. A small increase in dispersal can lead to recovery of uniform 182 adaptation with an arbitrarily wide continuous range. Further increase of dispersal is 183 merely enhancing the rate of range expansion at the expense of a slight cost to the 184 mean fitness due to rising dispersal load and standing load, and can be associated with 185 further costs, such as Allee effect (see eg. [17] ). Therefore, the expansion threshold [24] ). (b) As the environmental gradient steepens, the frequency of limited adaptation within the metapopulation increases (black and gray) and hence neutral variation decreases (blue). The black line gives the proportion of demes with limited adaptation after 50 000 generations, when the range margin appears stable; grey gives the proportion after 40 000 generations (depicted is an average over a sliding window of 15 demes). The median is given over the neutral spatial axis Y (with constant optimum); the trait mean, the population trait mean, variance and population density in two-dimensional space is shown in Fig. S2 which also lists all the parameters.
PLOS 10/21 Open circles indicate limited adaptation, where species' range is fragmented and each subpopulation is only matching a single optimum, whilst its genetic variance is very small. As dispersal increases, population characteristics get above the expansion threshold (dashed line), and hence uniform adaptation becomes stable throughout the species' range. Local population density stays fairly constant, around N = 3.5, whilst total population size increases abruptly above the expansion threshold as the population maintains a wide range (not shown). Parameters for these simulations are given in the Methods: Individual-based model; the scaling of N and B with dispersal σ is clear from Here I have shown that adaptation fails when positive feedback between genetic drift, 191 maladaptation and population size reduces adaptive genetic variance to levels which are 192 incompatible with continuous adaptation. The revealed expansion threshold differs 193 qualitatively from the limit to adaptation identified previously [26] for a population 194 living along a one-dimensional habitat. This is because in two dimensions, dispersal 195 mitigates the loss of diversity due to genetic drift more effectively, such that it becomes 196 (almost) independent of selection [34] . The expansion threshold implies that populations 197 with very small neighbourhood sizes (N 1/2), which suffer a severe reduction in 198 neutral heterozygosity, will be prone to collapse based on demographic stochasticity commonly assumed in macroecological theory, has little support in data [3, 11, 42, 43] .
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Lack of abundant centre is consistent both with uniform adaptation and with limited 216 adaptation in a metapopulation.
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The expansion threshold provides a general foundation to species-specific 219 eco-evolutionary models of range dynamics [44] . Its components can be measured in steepens due to increased asymmetry in gene flow when carrying capacity varies across 226 space, e.g. due to partial overlap with competitors [39] . Second, the neighbourhood size 227 N can be estimated from neutral allele frequencies [46, 47] . Estimates of neighbourhood 228 size are fairly robust to the distribution of dispersal distances [48] . Though near the 229 expansion threshold, both the noisiness of the statistics and the homozygosity will 230 increase due to local extinctions and recolonizations [49] . An alternative estimate of 231 neighbourhood size can be also obtained from mark-recapture studies, by measuring 232 population density and dispersal (as an approximation for gene flow) independently [46] . 233
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Because the expansion threshold is free of any locus-or trait-specific measure, the 235 result appears independent of genetic architecture, readily extending to multiple traits 236 regardless of their correlations (c.f. [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] ) -yet, the mean fitness will decline due to 237 drift load as the number of traits independently optimised by selection increases [55, 56] . 238 Hence if the fitness landscape is highly complex, the expansion threshold constitutes a 239 lower limit. Naturally there can be further costs arising in a natural population which I 240 have neglected here -such as the Allee effect [17] . In general, while the numerical 241 constants may change when natural populations deviate in their biology from our model 242 assumptions, the scale-free parameters identified in this study remain core drivers of the 243 intrinsic dynamics within a species' range. Notably, the early classic studies assuming 244 fixed genetic variance [24] predicted that dispersal into peripheral populations is population dynamics and evolution (in many additive loci) are considered jointly. The 256 coupling is via the mean fitness r(z, N ), which gives the growth rate of the population, 257 and decreases with increasing maladaptation: r(z, N ) = r e (N ) + r g (z). The ecological 258 component of growth rate, r e , can take various forms: here the regulation is logistic, so 259 that fitness declines linearly with density N : r e = r m (1 − N/K), where r m is the 260 maximum per capita growth rate in the limit of the local population density N → 0.
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The carrying capacity K (for a perfectly adapted phenotype) is assumed uniform across 262 space. The second term, r g (z) ≤ 0, is the reduction in growth rate due to deviation selfing is allowed at no cost. The genome is haploid with unlinked loci (the probability 288 of recombination between any two loci is 1/2). The allelic effects α i of the loci combine 289 in an additive fashion; the allelic effects are uniform throughout this study, α i ≡ α.
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Mutation is set to µ = 10 −6 , independently of the number of loci. Migration is diffusive 291 with a Gaussian dispersal kernel. The tails of the dispersal kernel need to be truncated: 292 truncation is set to two standard deviations of the dispersal kernel throughout, and 293 dispersal probabilities and variance are adjusted so that the discretised dispersal kernel 294 sums to 1 [57, p. 1209 ]. Simulations were run at the computer cluster of IST Austria The trait mean is z = i α i p i for a haploid model,where p i is the i-th allele frequency, 338 q i = 1 − p i and α i is the effect of the allele on the trait -the change of the trait mean z 339 as frequency of locus i changes from 0 to 1. For both haploid and diploid models, the 340 allele frequencies p i change as:
The expected change of allele frequency due to a gradient in fitness and local 342 heterozygosity is Appendix 3] . Here, the fourth term describes 344 the change due to (symmetric) mutation at rate µ. The last term describes genetic 
where R ≡ r/r * = 1 −Ñ − (BX − Z) 2 /2.
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The rescaled equations 4 and 5 show that four parameters fully describe the system.
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First, the effective environmental gradient, B ≡ bσ/(r * √ 2V s ). Second, the strength of 364 genetic drift 1/N = 1/(2πN σ 2 ). The parameterN gives the neighbourhood size at an 365 equilibrium with uniform adaptation. The third parameter is the strength of selection 366 relative to the strength density dependence, s/r * ; the scaled effect of a single 367 substitution α * also scales with s/r * : α * ≡ α/ √ r * V s = 2s/r * . The effect of this 368 third parameter s/r * is expected to be small, because typically, s ≪ r * . Therefore 369 assuming throughout that s is uniform across loci is a reasonably justified simplification. 370 The fourth parameter, µ/r * , will typically be very small, and will be neglected 371 throughout. Table 1 (top) summarises the full set that describes the system. 
